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WARS OF NATIONAL LIBERATION

I. Introduction

The ironies of international relations often cast
states in seemingly uncharacteristic roles. The regime
of Fidel Castro was established in Cuba in 1959 after a
prolonged revolutionary war of national liberation
against the Batista regime and "Yankee neo-imperialism."1
Once secure in Cuba, the regime sent its militant mes-
siah Che Guevara to ignite further wars of national
liberation throughout Latin America. Despite Che's
death in Bolivia in 1965,2 the Cuban regime continued
to train guerrillas for a host of liberation movements
and to export the doctrine of revolutionary military
action.

Y~t by the spring of 1978, 37,000 of Castro's
Cubanso were engaged in combat against three African
national liberation movements--that of Savimbi in
southern Angola, the Somalian efforts in the Ogaden
province of Ethiopia, and the Eritrean Liberation
Front, which controlled large stretches of the Eri rean
homeland after years of struggle against Ethiopia. Nor
was Cuban intervention confined to supporting one view
of the complex set of issues raised by wars of national
liberation. The intervention in Angola had been initia-
ted on behalf of another movement of national liberation
--the Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola.
Further, press reports suggested the possibility of
Cuban intervention in Rhodesia on behalf of movements
fighting against the transition government. 5

1. See generally Che Guevara, Reminiscences of the Cuban
Revolutionary War (1968); and H. Matthews, Castro (1969).

2. See generally R. Gott, Guerrilla Movements in Latin
America (1970); L. Vega, Guerrillas in Latin America: The Tech-
nique of the Counter-qtate (1969).

3. Soviet Said to Weigh Cuba Role in Rhodesia, N.Y. Times,
Apr. 14, 1978, at 43, col. 1.

4. Two Eritrean Independence Groups to Merge, N.Y. Times,
Apr. 29, 1978, at 3, col. 2.

5. N.Y. Times, supra note 3. Now that Britain has regained
"control" of her rebellious colony, such an event seems unlikely.
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Is Cuba for or against wars of national libera-
tion? Does she support or oppose the international
principle of the self-determination of peoples? How
can intervention in support of some central govern-
ments be squared with overt aid given to national
liberation movements on other occasions? The dilemma
posed by these questions is not Cuba's alone. The
General Assembly majorities which have authored
Resolutions 2625 (Friendly Relations among States)

6

and 3314 (Definition of Aggression)7 have shown an
equally schizophrenic approach to the problem of
attempting to define the proper bounds for states'
conduct with regard to wars of national liberation.
The states of the majority view have championed move-
ments against regimes they abhor. But they have shown
little hesitancy in suppressing movements for self-
determination within their own borders. The war
against the secessionist Ibos in Nigeria should, for
example, have constituted the epitaph to wars of
national liberation on the African continent. Instead,
encouraged by liberation movement victories in Guinea-
Bissau, Mozambique and Angola, the majority has seem-
ingly renewed its commitment to the struggles taking
shape in southern Africa.8

Domestic political considerations, an ever-present
element in international policy rationalizations, un-
deniably explain a large part of the dilemma. The
states of the majority may strongly wish to support
liberation movements against odious regimes that in
their view suppress the legitimate rights of self-
determination of peoples. At the same time they may
find the principle far too explosive to be applied to
their own territories, where ethnic/tribal groupings
are scattered across state boundaries drawn more for
colonial convenience than in response to concepts of
"nationhood." Political considerations become even more

6. G.A. Res. 2625, 25 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 28)121, U.N. Doc.
A/8028 (1970), reprinted in 65 Am. J. Int'l L. 243 (1971)

7. G.A. Res. 3314, 29 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 31) 142, U.N. Doc.
A/9631 (1974), reprinted in 69 Am. J. Int'l L. 480 (1975).

8. This attitude is clearly evidenced by the numerous
General Assembly resolutions dealing with the questions posed by
white minority regimes in southern Africa. Even the Security
Council showed a certain militancy in dealing with Rhodesia.
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important when states contemplate aid to, or overt
intervention on behalf of, one side or another in a
national liberation conflict. As long as Haile
Selassie's pro-Western regime was in power in Ethio-
pia, the Russians and Cubans supported Somalian and
Eritrean guerrillas. After the overthrow of the
empire by Marxist military commanders, the Russians
and Cubans switched sides with alacrity.

Political considerations, whether rooted in
domestic or foreign policy, do not by themselves
fully explain the debate on the international princi-
ple of self-determination and the inconsistencies
posed by international aid to certain national libera-
tion movements. The Third Worldstates are not react-
ing in terms of such traditional political constructs
as left versus right or communist versus non-communist.
Rather, they seek to develop a special subset of self-
determination struggles involving wars of national
liberation against vestiges of League Mandates and
colonial frameworks--those where it is argued that the
legitimate aspirations of peoples are thwarted by
Zionism or racism.9 While the creation of a special
category of "Justified" wars of national liberation
would be no small task in terms of international law,
the approach has the advantage of narrowing the focus
of debate to a few select test cases: Palestine and
Namibia, which have emerged from League of Nations
Mandate disputes; the Portuguese African territories,
which have achieved liberation since the emergence of
the special category, and Rhodesia-South Africa, former-
ly--and arguably still--colonialist regimes, where white
minority populations either rule or retain powers far be-
yond their numerical strength, and thereby negate the
aspirations of black majorities confined within their
borders.

The special subset of justified wars of national
liberation involves the liberation of territories
rather than nations. Action against the vestiges of
League Mandates and colonial frameworks will not
threaten the extant state structure. Rather, popular

9. G.A, Res. 2787, 26 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 29) 82, U.N.
Doc. A/8429 (1971), reprinted in H. Cattan, Palestine and Inter-
national Law 215-16 (1973). See section V. infra.
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self-determination is to be achieved by liberating non-
self-governing peoples within the listed territories
from colonial, minority or Zionist rule.

Whether international law can possibly accept
such a novel distinction depends ultimately on the
international legal implications such a distinction en-
tails for each territory. Those implications in turn
depend upon the responses to the following questions,
which provide a framework for discussion of the prob-
lems posed by wars of national liberation in interna-
tional law: (1) What is a war of national liberation?
(2) What types of wars of national liberation can be
identified? (3) Can wars of national liberation in
general be legitimated by international law? (4) If
a special category of legitimate wars of national
liberation could be created, would aid to those wars
of national liberation be justified?

This article first defines wars of national
liberation and describes different types of liberation
movements. Next, it discusses the positions states and
publicists have taken regarding both legitimation of
wars of national liberation and justifications for in-
tervention in such wars. Finally, it concludes that,
although the special category exists as a subset of
wars of national liberation, intervention is neither
more nor less justified there than in other wars of
national liberation. The same principles of interna-
tional law are necessarily applicable to all wars of
national liberation. No matter how desirable aid to
movements within the special subset may seem to some or
even a majority of states, the norms of international
law do not and cannot countenance the use of armed
intervention to achieve those aims.

II. Defining Wars of National Liberation

The analysis of so controversial a concept as
wars of national liberation invariably gives rise to
definitional problems, for definitions here must in turn
rest on other conceDts or distinctions which are themselves
controversial. Any acceptable definition of wars of
national liberation would seem to depend, first, on the
distinction between "state" and "nation", second,
on an understanding of the various tactics which na-
tions might employ in their struggles against states;
and third, on differentiations of similar terms such
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as revolution and revolutionary war, which abound in
the field of international relations. Once these
distinctions have been made, a description of the com-
ponent parts of wars of national liberation can be
attempted, leading ultimately to a compact definition
of the concept.

A. The Distinction between "State" and "Nation"

The 1933 Montevideo Convention on the Rights and
Duties of States contains a generally accepted defini-
tion of statehood: "The State as a person of inter-
national law should possess the following qualifica-
tions: a) a permanent population; b) a defined
territory; c) government; and d) capacity to enter
into relations with the other States. 1110 States so
defined form the very core of the international system.
Each state is sovereign and possesses numerous rights,
two of the most important of which are the inherent
right of self-defense and freedom from outside inter-
vention in matters essentially within its domestic
jurisdiction. These rights have been codified respec-
tively as Articles 51 and 2(7) of the United Nations
Charter. Membership in the United Nations serves as
an imperfect, but not unuseful, index of statehood.

Nations do not possess the requisites of state-
hood. Although a nation seeking to liberate itself
from the shackles of the unwanted state may perceive
a population and a territory as its own, may institute
a national government, and may even enter into limited
.relations with supportive states, it nevertheless does
not possess sovereignty in international law until it
is able to wrest independence from the dominant state.
Whereas "[tihe political existence of the state is
independent of recognition by the other states,"ll the
nation depends entirely on its own perception and on
aid from supportive states for the limited status it
enjoys. A "nation" cannot deal with states on an equal
footing or acquire membership in the United Nations.
Rather, the term connotes a grouping of people along
tribal, ethnic or cultural lines who, however visible
or distinct, are relegated to second-class status in

10. Convention on Rights and Duties of States, December 26,
1933, art. 1, 49 Stat. 3097, T.S. No. 881.

11. Id. art. 3.
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international relations and international law.

It is the tension between the concepts of state
and nation that gives rise to conflicts such as wars
of national liberation. The international system is
dominated by sovereign states whose boundaries do not
necessarily coincide with national groupings. In a
few states, such as France, the terms state and
nation are virtually synonymous. A more common situa-
tion is the mismatch of nation and state. For ex-
ample, the Ewe nation straddles the border between
Ghana and Togoland and thus has little political
power in either state. Similarly, the Kurds are
divided among Turkey, Iran and Iraq. Some nations
control more than one state, yet remain divided: Ger-
many and Korea are the most prominent examples.
Further, an entire nation may be part of a larger
state: the English, Scottish, and Welsh nations are
all part of the state of the United Kingdom. Finally,
a nation may be an official part of no state: the
dispossessed Jews after the holocaust of World War II,
and Arab Palestinian refugees from 1949 to present,
are striking examples.

Inherent in the state-nation tension is the
problem that states are objective constructs, whereas
nations are by nature subjective. A well-versed high
school student could draw state boundaries on a world
map, but not even a philosopher-king could sketch in
the lines of nationhood.

B. The Tactics a Nation Chooses to Confront a State

In order to gain entrance into the magic circle of
states and thereby acquire the attendant international
privileges of statehood, the nation must convince or
force the state or states of which it is part to grant
it independence. Two categories of tactics are avail-
able to the nation seeking to confront a state with
its demands: legitimate political activity within the
state structure, and extra-legal activity outside the
political structure of the state.

A nation choosing the first category of action
would seek to utilize the existing political structure
either to capture the state and thereby enshrine its
nationhood, or to seek dissolution of the state. Dis-
solution might mean national autonomy within the extant

240 [VOL.5
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state structure, as devolution for the Scots and the
Welsh might ultimately entail.1 2  Or it might mean
full statehood as separatism for the Quebecois would
seem to imply.i3 "Nationhood" poses such severe
challenges to "statehood," however, that more often
than not democratic means will be unavailable. Or,
if the nation is a minority within the state, demo-
cratic means might always be insufficient to accom-
plish national goals. Therefore, most nations select
the second category of extra-legal action as the
proper vehicle for anti-state activity.

There exist three extra-legal means by which the
nation can challenge the state, First, the nation
might employ massive civil disobedience to prove to
the state that it no longer has effective control.
The nonviolent tactics employed by Gandhi and his
followers in India may well have been instrumental in
convincing the British to grant independence to the
nationalists in 1947.1 4  But most movements gravitate
toward one of the two violent methods of struggle:
the coup d'6tat or guerrilla warfare.

In a coup d'6tat, a relatively small group of
people aim a lightning blow at the heart of state
power. Once the old government is deposed through the
occupation of critical or symbolic points in the
state's capital, a new regime composed of representa-
tives of the nation is proclaimed.15 Ironically, like

12. Recent referenda show that devolution may not in fact
occur. The Scots voted narrowly in favor of devolution, 52%-48%,
and the Welsh flatly rejected the proposal, voting 4-1 against.
See Home-Rule Plan Suffers Setback in British Votes, N.Y. Times,
Mar. 3, 1979, at 1, col. 5.

13. Recent events seem to suggest that Rene Levesque's
Parti Quebecois is no longer committed to the "statehood" concept
of separatism. Rather, it seeks "independence" in the form of
sovereignty-association, whereby economic linkage is maintained.
See Hamilton, On the Contrary, Quebec Independence Isn't Certain,
N.Y. Times, Feb. 23, 1979, at A27, col. 2.

14. See R.-Iyer, The Moral and Political Thought of Mahatma
Gandhi (1973), which convincingly shows the strength of nonviolent
tactics in political movements.

15, See generally E. Luttwak, Coup d'Etat: A Practical
Handbook (1969).
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democratic means this tactic risks failure unless
the nation is a majority, or a substantial minority
where there is no majority, for resistance to the new
regime and countercoups by other groups hostile to the
nation would serve to jeopardize the nation's domi-
nance. It is not surprising, therefore, that na-
tions most frequently resort to the third extra-legal
tactical weapon: guerrilla warfare. Rather than
capture the state structure intact by democratic means
or by a coup, guerrilla warfare enables a nation to
conduct a prolonged, armed insurgency against a state.
As long as the guerrillas have the support of their
national population, they can seek to bleed the state
through endless terrorism, raids or ambushes. The cen-
tral government, if sufficiently weakened, will even-
tually be forced to recognize national autonomy in
areas controlled by the guerrillas. Finally, as larger
military conflicts are staged, the efforts of the cen-
tral regime will collapse and independence will be
granted to the national guerrillas.1 6 Guerrilla war-
fare is by far the most common tactical weapon employ-
ed by national liberation movements.

C. Differentiation of Revolution and Revolut 'nary
War

The plethora of terms used to describe conduct
which is similar to wars of national liberation neces-
sitates the drawing of further distinctions. Because
guerrilla warfare is the tactic most often employed
by liberation movements, wars of national liberation
may be considered to be guerrilla wars with the special
aim of liberating a nation from a state.

Revolution, or the overthrow of one socio-economic
class by another, may or may not occur simultaneously
with wars of national liberation, and it may or may not
follow in their wake. For example, to Mao, the war
of national liberation against the Japanese was only a
part of a larger revolutionary struggle of the Chinese

16, The literature on guerrilla theory is extensive. For
the theories of former practitioners, see V.N. Giap, People's War,
People's Army (1962); Che Guevara, Guerrilla Warfare (1961); and
Mao TseTung, Selected Military Writings (2d ed. 1966).

[VOL.-5242
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people; the two occurred. simultaneously.1 7 Yet other
national liberation movements shun revolution for
example, the Kurdish regime which might emerge at the
end of a victorious war against Iran or Iraq would be
traditionalist or conservative.18 Finally, the campaign
waged by Castro and Che in Cuba, if it can be classified
as a war of national liberation, initially seemed to
have no specific revolutionary content. The communist
revolution commenced only after the consolidation of
power.19

Revolutionary warfare is the type of warfare used
by revolutionary regimes to defeat foreign invaders, as
at Valmy in 1792, or to spread the ideals of the revolu-
tion beyond the boundaries of the revolutionary state,
as in the French revolutionary campaigns in Europe fol-
lowing the victory of Valmy,2  In essence, a war of
national liberation remains rooted in the nation and
seldom crosses the perceived borders of the nation.
However, when the new regime seeks by example and overt
aid to inspire new wars of national liberation, as in
Che's Bolivian campaign, such conduct verges on revolu-
tionary war.

The variety of instances discussed above illus-
trates the fact that wars of national liberation have
no necessary ideological complexion. There can be
right-wing as well as left-wing, non-communist as well
as communist, traditional as well as revolutionary,

17, Mao Tse-Tung, On Protracted War, in Selected Military
Writings 187 (2d ed. 1966).

18. E. OBallance, The Kurdish Revolt: 1961-1970 (1973).
19. Such at least was the perception of the United States

government, which initially welcomed Castro. Only after Castro was
perceived as a "communist" did the Eisenhower and Kennedy adminis-
trations actively seek to oppose him.

20. J, Ellis, Armies in Revolution (1974).
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wa-rs of national liberation.
2 1

D. Components of Wars of National Liberation

It is apparent that the concept of wars of
national liberation covers a variety of situations.
Four components may generally be observed in all of
those movements which take the most familiar form--
that of a nation using a guerrilla war to challenge
a state:

(1) a nation which feels itself to be culturally
or ethnically distinct from the occupiers,
colonizers, puppet regime or other nationality
that dominates the state structure(s) in
which the nation resides;

(2) the impossibility of access to, or the unwill-
ingness to utilize, democratic/political means
to redress grievances which flow from the per-
ception of national separation;

(3) the willingness to resort to guerrilla war-
fare to achieve separate nationhood--a willing-
ness which presupposes the availability of
arms, the organization of guerrilla forces,
and support among the people of the nation to
be liberated;2 2 and

21. It is possible to argue that, because of the nature of
communist military/political thought and organization, communist
movements are more likely to resort to wars of national liberation
than are movements imbued with other ideologies. See M. Elliott-
Bateman, Defeat in the East: The Mark of Mao Tse-Tung on War (1967);
R. Thompson, Revolutionary Warfare in World Strategy, 1945-1969 (1970).
See also, Firmage, The "War of National Liberation" and the Third
World, in Law and Civil War in the Modern World 304 (J.N. Moore, ed.
1974).

22. It is generally agreed in the literature that if counter-
insurgency forces outnumber the guerrillas and their supporters by
more than 10 to 1, the movement for revolution or liberation will
be unable to achieve victory. See J.N. Moore, Law and the Indo-
China War 141 (1972). Unless the liberation movement has support
among the people, the counterinsurgents will threaten to overwhelm
the nascent movement by superior force.

[VOL. 5244
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(4) some degree of external support--whether
the support be manifested by international
propaganda, the training of cadres abroad,
money and arms received from friendly states
and organizations, or neighboring states
which (through design or impotence) provide
sanctuaries.23

These components in turn can be summarized into
the following definition: a war of national libera-
tion is a prolonged, extra-legal, armed, popular-
based struggle waged by a nation which perceives
itself to be distinct from the state or states which
dominate the nation and its territory; the campaign
is conducted against the extant structure(s) of the
state or states in which the nation is incorporated
or upon whose territory it lays claim.

III. Types of Wars of National Liberation

The components and definition advanced above
serve to delineate the concept of wars of national
liberation and to distinguish these wars from other
similar types of conflict. Nevertheless, wars of
national liberation do not fit easily into the inter-
national taxonomist's notebook, for this category
resists further subdivision into types. Various
typologies have been attempted by scholars, some of

23. The fourth component in particular raises the problem
of outside intervention on behalf of a war of national libera-
tion. Although it is theoretically possible that a war of
national liberation might succeed without international support

of any kind, the nature of the current international system
renders such an occurrence unlikely. No national liberation
movement is so remote from the ideological, strategic, and
cultural concerns of the day that it will fail to have some
kind of international support, whether such support comes from

a great power engaged in Realpoitik (Soviet aid to the PLO,
CIA aid to the Kurds), a regional organization seeking to help

a national self-determination movement which shares a cultural

affinity (Arab aid to the PLO, OAU aid to African movements),
an ideologically-motivated international party (Communist Party
support of the Viet Minh-Viet Cong), church groups (the World

Council of Churches' aid to Rhodesian, South African and
Namibian movements) or even corporations (Union Mini~re's aid to

the Katangan secessionists in 1964, Gulf Oil's aid to the MPLA
in 1975).
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which are listed by Moore2 4 under the general rubric
of discussions on intervention in "internal conflicts."
These discussions "include both external sponsorship
of conflict and external participation in indigenous
conflict." 25 Although these typologies touch on a
critical concern in the evaluation of wars of national
liberation--the degree and character of external sup-
port or participation--they fall short as analytical
tools for categorizing different types of national
liberation conflicts.

The first typology, by Linda Miller, has divided
internal conflict into "colonial wars, internal con-
flicts involving a breakdown of law and order, and
proxy wars and internal conflicts involving charges of
external aggression or subversion." 2 6 Moore criti-
cizes this typology for failing to "subsume the full
range of interventions in internal conflict [and to]
. . . achieve a clear focus on the different claims
presented within each category." 27 Nor is the typol-
ogy readily adaptable to the study of wars of national
liberation. While these wars may be colonial con-
flicts, proxy wars or anarchic struggles following the
breakdown of a central regime, national liberation
movements may also arise in other situations not con-
templated by Miller's typology.

A second approach, by Richard Falk, develops four
categories of internal conflict: "civil strife with-
out significant foreign intervention, civil strife
with intervention by states other than great powers
or their surrogates, civil strife with foreign inter-
vention by the great powers or their surrogates, and
civil strife in which the foreign intervention is
alleged to take the form of an 'armed attack.'"

2 8

Moore believes that this classification, "although

24. J.N. Ybore, supra note 22, at 173-75.
25. Id. at 129-30.
26. L. Miller, World Order and Local Disorder: The United

Nations and Internal Conflicts 4-7 (1967).
27. J.N. Moore, supra note 22, at 174.
28. Falk, The New States and International Legal Order,

118 Recueil des Cours 1, 67-68 (1966).
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useful in describing world order consequences, begs
the question for normative classification about when
external involvement is permissible."129 Further,
Falk's categories, though adequately designed to des-
cribe the situations in which intervention might occur,
are too broad to be used for analyzing wars of national
liberation. Not only could liberation movements be
found in all four categories, but further, a movement
whose goal was national liberation would not be differ-
entiated from movements by socio-economic groups,
political parties or even rebellious military units
motivated by other goals.

A third typology, by Rosenau, groups internal
strife incidents into personnel wars, authority wars,
and structural wars.3 0 Moore again criticizes this
approach for its lack of "normative clarification."31
Wars of national liberation could be found in all
three categories, though they would be more heavily
concentrated in the two latter ones. The range of
activities labeled as wars of national liberation is
scarcely subsumed by Rosenaut s three categories; nor
is the descriptive power of his categories particular-
ly useful as an analytical tool for the study of na-
tional liberation movements.

The typology Moore produces, with six main cate-
gories and twenty-one subcategories, is clearly the
most comprehensive classification system for internal
strife and intervention yet devised. The six main
headings are as follows:

(1) non-authority-oriented intervention;

(2) anti-colonial wars;

(3) wars of secession;

(4) indigenous conflict for control of
internal authority structures;

(5) external imposition of authority
structures; and

29. J.N. Moore, aupra note 22, at 174.
30. Rosenau, Internal War as an International Event, in

International Aspects of Civil Strife 45, 63-64 (J. Rosenau ed.
1964).

31. J.N. Moore, supra note 22, at 175.
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(6) cold-war-divided nation conflicts.3 2

While this typology was developed as an attempt to
categorize intervention, it might also be used to
categorize most of the national liberation movements
which have been launched since World War II. Cate-
gories two through five offer a particularly valid
description of the situations in which wars of nation-
al liberation are likely to occur or which national
liberation movements are likely to attempt to exploit.

The difficulties with Moore's typology lie not
in its analytical depth nor in the descriptive power
of the categories, but rather in its essentially
normative character. Moore's ground for criticizing
the approaches of Miller, Falk and Rosenau--their
normative emphasis--applies as well to his own
analysis. 3 3 While these normative problems can and
probably should be addressed at some point in dis-
cussions concerning wars of national liberation, it
seems more useful to adopt a mode of analysis that is
initially neutral and descriptive. A descriptive
typology focused on the motivational impetus giving
rise to liberation movements can provide a sound basis
for subsequent normative analysis.

There appear to be six categories, by. motiva-
tion, of wars of national liberation. The first three
involve a struggle against foreign dominance of the
nation, whether by occupation forces, colonial powers
or imperial regimes. The next two categories involve
a struggle against boundaries improperly or unjustly
drawn. The final category involves wars perceived as
the last refuge for the dispossessed. These cate-
gories are as follows:

(1) Anti-occupation. A war of national libera-
tion fought against the troops of another state which
has militarily occupied the territory of the nation
(the Francstireurs against the Prussians, 1870-71; the
Maquis against the Germans, 1944; the Yugoslavian Par-
tisans under Tito against the Germans, 1942-45).

32. Id. at 175-77.
33. Moore's own normative approach to intervention

represents a departure from the established norms of the United
Nations Charter and customary international law. This approach
has been heavily criticized. See E.V. Rostow, Book Review, 82
Yale L.J. 829 (1973).

[VOL.5248
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(2) Anti-colonial, A war of national libera-
tion fought against a regime and troops of a metropoli-
tan power which denies statehood to a "nation" (the
Viet Minh and the Algerian FLN against the French; the
American colonists against the British).

(3) Anti-imperial. A war of national libera-
tion used by people against a state structure that is
controlled by a puppet regime or is dominated primari-
ly by foreign political or economic interests (the
Hungarian Freedom Fighters against-the Communist elite
and Soviet "imperial" troops; Castro against the
Batista regime and Western economic interests).

(4) Secessionist. A liberation movement used by
a nation which is incorporated against its will into a
larger state's political structure and thus denied
statehood of its own (the Kurds in Iraq; the Anya Nyas
in Southern Sudan; the Ibos in Nigeria),

(5) Revisionist. A national liberation move-
ment which cannot be confined within the boundaries of
a single extant state, but rather seeks to redraw
boundaries of two or more states (Greater Somaliland).

(6) Irredentist. A war of national liberation
waged by a nation which is part of no state, and is
faced with the ultimate choice of victory or expira-
tion of its national claims (the Jewish Palestinians,
especially the Irgun and the Stern gang, pre-194 9; the
Arab Palestinians, especially the PLO, post-1949).

The various categories present different chal-
lenges to the international system. Hence, they in-
volve different issues to be resolved by international
law, Chief among both the challenges and the issues
are the questions of the legitimation of national
liberation struggles and the justification for inter-
vention in wars of national liberation.

IV. The Legitimation of Wars of National Liberation
in International Law

The question of legitimation of wars of nation-
al liberation is perhaps misleading. In one sense,
national liberation movements need not seek the bles-
sings of international law until victory is near and

A Io A
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statehood becomes imminent. For wars of national
liberation, like revolutions, imply action beyond the
international legal framework. As Professor Rostow
notes:

The battle cry, "Down with the
status quo," is both erroneous and
irrelevant: erroneous, because most
revolutions occur without international
assistance; and irrelevant because it
ignores the distinction between matters
primarily of international and of
domestic concern which is fundamental to
world politics and to international
law. International law is not against
revolutions or social change. It is
against the international use of force,
whether for conquest or pillage or to
advance a cause deemed sacred.34

Thus, when a war of national liberation receives no
overt aid from outside powers, and when no depreda-
tions across international boundaries occur, interna-
tional use of force is not at issue. A wholly domes-
tic conflict ensues, and domestic, rather than inter-
national, law would apply.

However, because the component of external sup-
port tends to thrust most wars of national liberation
into the international arena, international legitima-
tion is frequently sought. It is apparent that not
all wars of national liberation need invoke the same
justifications for international aid. Further, the
possibility that aid to some wars of national libera-
tion is more justified than aid to others must be
explored. Finally, it is conceivable that interna-
tional law does not countenance aid to any national
liberation movement, and hence that a justification
for aid even to a special category of legitimate wars
of national liberation cannot be found.

Of the six categories of wars of national liber-
ation advanced in the preceding section, the first
has a ready legitimation in international law. Anti-
occupation conflicts in an on-going belligerency, such

34. Id. at 843.
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as the war waged by Gambetta and the Government of
National Defense in France 1870-71 35 and that waged
by Tito's partisans in Yugoslavia3 during the Second
World War, fall under the rubric of the inherent right
of self-defense. Even if a capitulationist regime
such as the Vichy Government in France in 1940 has
signed a peace treaty, the citizens are not bound to
acquiesce. Especially when the fortunes of war may
soon turn against the aggressor/occupier, maquis-style
movements may fight on as representatives of the
state.37 However, this category is limited to on-
going belligerencies. After years of general peace,
a nation incorporated against its will into a greater
state structure cannot suddenly invoke its right of
self-defense and thereby claim a right of internation-
al aid. The right of self-defense, now codified as
Article 51 of the U.N. Charter, belongs to states, not
nations.

The other five categories of wars of national
liberation cannot present so clear a claim to inter-
national aid. However, the General Assembly majority
has attempted to create such a claim by establishing
a special subset comprising categories two and six:
the anti-colonial wars and the irredentist war of the
Arab Palestinians. The states of the majority have
been quite careful, however, to condemn categories
four and five--those wars which most directly threaten
their own existence. And though the majority would
perhaps find it politically desirable to extend the
special subset so as to include "anti-imperial" cate-
gory three, the complexity of dealing with the eco-
nomic issues of neo-imperialism has thus far precluded
such an extension.

The General Assembly majority has correctly
identified a special subset of wars of national
liberation. Categories two and six, all currently
involving situations extracted from colonial or man-
date settings, do seem to constitute a separate, and

35. See M. Howard, The Franco-Prussian War (1961).
36. See F. Deakin, The Embattled Mountain (1971).
37. See H. Michel, The Shadow War: Registance in

Europe, 1939-45 (1972).
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clearly identifiable, problem in international law
from those arising through conflicts which abound in
other categories. However, even if national liberation
movements in this special subset are legitimate, it
does not follow that international aid to them is
justified.

V. The Justification for Intervention on Behalf of or
for Aid to National Liberation Movements in
International Law

The critical question of the Justification for
aid to national liberation movements has generated
more than one answer. Five positions on the issue can
be identified in scholarly writing in international
law:

(1) Conservative. Wars of national liberation
are outlawed as a threat to the maintenance of inter-
national peace and security. Not only is aid to
liberation movements forbidden, but all states are to
undertake an affirmative burden of aid to the be-
leaguered governments of target states. This position,
reminiscent of the approach of the Congress of
Vienna, 3 8 supports the international status quo. But
Metternich, the Austrian leader who was the principal
architect of the arrangement which came to be known
as the Concert of Europe, was unable to prevent the
outbreak of rebellions and revolutions, notably in
Greece in 1824, and throughout Europe in the 1830's and
again in 1848.

It is doubtful whether states today would accept
an affirmative duty to aid governments of which they
disapprove, for intervention is a costly affair.
Moreover, it is possible to argue that the perpetua-
tion of status quo territorial claims "may actually
maximize instability and increase the probability of

38. Professor E.V. Rostow has noted that "[t]he relative
success of the Concert of Europe as a principle of diplomacy be-
tween 1815 and 1914 provided the Western world with an environ-
ment of comparative stability and security .... " E. Rostow,
Peace in the Balance 299 (1972).
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wars."?3 9 Thus, the conservative position is seldom advo-
cated and is often sharply criticized. Although the
aspirations for universal peace which lay at the cen-
ter of the Concert's approach "remain the only coherent
and conceivable theory of peace for international
society,",40 these aspirations gain more ready accep-
tance when they are incorporated into schemes less sub-
servient to the status quo.

(2) Traditional. Wars of national liberation,
like revolutions, cannot be outlawed, but outside aid
to national liberation movements is completely pro-
scribed. All states owe at least a duty of neutrality
to the threatened government, and any state, if invit-
ed, may come to its aid. Intervention on behalf of'a
national liberation movement would constitute a clear
threat to the maintenance of international peace and
security. This position is widely held in interna-
tional law, closely reflects the norms of the U.N.
Charter, and is consistent with most sections of Gen-
eral Assembly Resolutions 2625 and 3314.

The most articulate spokesman for this view is
Professor E.V. Rostow. After analyzing the principles
of customary international law and the uniform pattern
of state practice, he concludes that "[t]he rule that
other nations may assist a state in putting down a
rebellion, but not the rebels themselves, seems to
correspond to the imperative necessities of interna-
tional society viewed as a society of states.

''41

Moreover, the traditional approach corresponds closely
to the international legal distinctions maintained
concerning obligations of states to governments beset
by rebellions, insurgencies and belligerencies. 42 Even
critics of the traditional approach note that if "in-

cumbency" were ousted as the sole criterion for re-
ceiving aid, and "legitimacy" or similar notions
substituted, "the international community is still not

39. Reisman, Private Armies in a Global War System: Pro-
logue to Decision, in Law and Civil War in the Modern World,
supra note 21, at 252, 256 n. 5.

40. E. Rostow, supra note 38, at 299.
41. E. Rostow, The Ideal in Law 280 (1978).
42. R. Higgins, Internal War and International Law, in 3

The Future of the International Legal Order 81, 86-88 (C. Black
& R. Falk eds.1 971).
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assured that order would result. "4 3 This is particu-
larly true "[a]s long as each state posu sses uni-
lateral power to determine legitimacy." The tradi-
tional approach, though criticized by publicists and
challenged by many states of the Third World, remains
the dominant view in international law.

(3) Neutralist. Wars of national liberation are
not outlawed, but state aid to either side is forbidden.
The conflict is internal; hence, any outside interven-
tion is a threat to the maintenance of international
peace and security. This position would prevent wars
of national liberation from turning into proxy conflicts
of the great powers. But it has nevertheless been
heavily criticized for abrogating the right of a state
under Article 51 of the U.N. Charter to request aid from
other states for the suppression of internal disorders.45

Some scholars have found comfort in the idea that
neither side receives support:

The traditional view has been that
it is lawful to aid a widely recognized
government but not insurgents. More
recently, some scholars have urged a
"neutral non-intervention rule" to the
effect that a foreign power may not aid
either side engaged in purely civil
strife once some threshold of indi-
genous conflict is exceeded.46

This idea was endorsed in 1880 by William Hall,47 and
most recently by Louis Sohn.48

43. Firmage, supra note 21, at 346.
44. id.
45. Rostow, supra note 33, at 851-52.
46. J. Moore, supra note 22, at 87-88.
47. W. Hall, International Law § 94, at 249-50 (1st ed. 1880).

Hall's statement of the law regarding intervention was left sub-
stantially unchanged by the editors of subsequent editions of his
treatise. See, e.g., W. Hall, A Treatise on International Law § 94,
at 346-47 (8th ed. 1924).

48. Sohn, Civil Wars: Guidelines for States and the United
Nations, in Law and Civil War in the Modern World, supra note 21,
at 582.
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Moreover, the non-intervention rule, as Moore
notes, prevents the traditional rule from serving as
a "Magtnot line for vested privileges." 49 Further, this
approach would enable wars of liberation, like internal
revolutions, to constitute, within the international sys-
tem, a method for change without threatening the
overall structure of peace. However, the internation-
al component present in almost every movement for
national liberation militates against the suggestion
that wars of national liberation can be kept free of
intervention. While the neutralist position is an
academically viable system for maintaining internation-
al peace, it would seem to fail the test of practical-
ity. The behavior of states seems to assure that this
position will remain a minority view in international
law.

(4) Balance of Power. Wars of national libera-
tion are not outlawed, nor is aid to either the govern-
ment or the liberation movement proscribed. Rather,
unbalanced intervention is viewed as a threat to the
maintenance of international peace and security. This
position, the polar opposite of position three, ac-
cepts the situation which most often obtains in the
international environment. External support of wars
of national liberation is matched by international aid
to beleaguered central governments in many cases.
Variants of this position have been set forth by Farer

5 0

and Luard;51 the basic thesis is that aid short of
tactical support would be freely given to governments
and insurgents.

The balance of power position has been criti-
cized by Professor Firmage, who has suggested that the
existence of a few dissidents might be used as a pre-
text for massive aid to insurgents who have little in-
digenous support in the target state's territory. 5 2

49. J.N. Moore, supra note 22, at 88.
50. Farer, Intervention in Civil Wars: A Modest Propo-

sal, 67 Colum. L. Rev. 266 (1967); Farer, Harnessing Rogue
Elephants; A Short Discourse on Foreign Intervention in Civi'l
Strife, 82 Harv. L. Rev. 511 (1969).

51. Luard, Civil Conflicts in Modern International
Relations, in The International Regulation of Civil Wars (E.
Luard ed. 1972).

52. Firmage, International Law and the Response of the
United States to "Internal War", 1967 Utah L. Rev. 517 (1967).
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A more salient defect is that intervention might not
stop short of "tactical support." A government which
had invested billions of dollars in terms of military
equipment and logistical supplies, and which had
trained insurgents and even lost "advisors" in combat
operations, might not acquiesce in the destruction of
its surrogate in the target state. In short, if this
de facto position were accepted as de jure in interna-
tional law, the dangers of war by proxy would be greatly
increased. The norms of the U.N. Charter would be
severely weakened, for international peace would be
relegated to the sidelines by rampant military interven-
tion.

(5) Radical. Wars of national liberation are
legitimate exercises of the right of self-determina-
tion if their motives are the achievement of human
rights or anti-colonial, anti-racist or anti-Zionist ob-
jectives. Aid to liberation movements, if authorized
by Security Council decisions or General Assembly
resolutions, is encouraged; aid to the governments of
the target states is prohibited. Intervention on be-
half of the government is a threat to the maintenance
of international peace and security. This position,
championed by the General Assembly majority,5 3 accords
fully with the self-determination sections of Resolu-
tions 2625 and 3314. It represents an attempt to pro-
vide the special subset of wars of national liberation
with an international law justification for interven-
tion on behalf of the liberation movements.

Several publicists of international law have
adopted the "radical" position--radical, in that it
departs from the traditional interpretations of cus-
tomary international law concerning intervention on
behalf of or aid to insurgents. One of the clearest
discussions of the proposal is conducted by Rosalyn
Higgins, who notes:

It used to be generally accepted that
a state may aid a government threatened
with riots and insurgency until such
time as it has recognized . . . the
belligerent status of the insurgents.

53. T. Farer has also noted the General Assembly's "na-
tional liberation majority" in The Regulation of Foreign Inter-
vention in Civil Armed Conflict, 142 Recueil des Cours 291, 371
(1974).
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This statement of the traditional rule
is now to be qualified by concern for the
principle of self-determination: to what
extent is such help an intervention
preventing the self-determination of the
population of the territory concerned,
notwithstanding the limited status of the
rebels?5 4

Professor Higgins further notes that Communist nations
and new states of the Third World already "regard
themselves as free to assist in what they term wars of
national liberation."5 5 Despite this assault on the
traditional approach, she hesitates to endorse whole-
heartedly the positions advocated by Falk and Moore
that United Nations approval legitimizes aid to insur-
gents.56

The elaborate normative schemes developed by
Moore and Reisman,57 while governed by some of the
same perceptions as those of the General Assembly
majority which authored Resolutions 2625 and 3314, are
scarcely immune from normative criticism based more
carefully on the United Nations Charter. As Rostow
notes, "However much weight one gives to certain
General Assembly Resolutions, no such resolution can
strip a state of its legal right to defend itself, and
to receive military as sistance from others who recog-
nize its government."56 General adoption of Moore's nor-
mative scheme would supplant the established norms of
customary international law as well as those of the
U.N. Charter. Given the diversity of views on the
problem of intervention and the international use of
force, such an occurrence is unlikely.

Farer also flirts with the perceptions of the
radical position. He suggests that because the doctrine
of wars of national liberation is "nominally susceptible
to wide application," it has the least "potential for abus

54. Higgins, supra note 42, at 97.
55. Id. at 105.
56. She questions Falk's position, id. at 116-18, and Moore's

id. at 121. Moore later amended his own stand; see Moore, Toward
an Applied Theory for the Regulation of Intervention, in Law and
Civil War in the Modern World, supra note 21, at 3, 27-30.

57. Reisman, supra note 39.
58. Rostow, supra note 33, at 851.
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as a normative force in the real world."'5 9 Further, even
if the national liberation concept were abused, Farer
argues that it is "not the only conception relating to
the use of force which is susceptible to the above. Two
others which leap readily to mind are self-defense ang0
so-called 'peace keeping' by regional organizations. "O0

Though Farer appears willing to accept the perceptions
governing the radical position vis-h-vis international
intervention on behalf of wars of national liberation,
he nevertheless remains suspicious of the human rights
argument put forward somewhat disingenuously by the
states of the majority. In particular, Farer rejects the
international cynicism which permits passage of resolu-
tions criticizing the lack of human rights in southern
Africa while events such as the slaughter of the Hutusi
in Burundi are virtually ignored:

When the community of nations is un-
willing to intervene to end selective
genocide in a country as vulnerable as
Burundi, it is sending us a message.
And that message is that in order to
find human rights in the hierarchy of
elite values we must keep our eyes on
the ground. 61

Of the five positions, the "conservative," the
'neutralist" and the "balance of power" are likely to
remain minority approaches in international law. How-
ever, the "traditional" and "radical" views are widely
held by states attempting to justify their actions in
the international system. These positions provide con-
flicting answers to the question posed by the General
Assembly majority whether intervention on behalf of the
liberation movements in the special subset "colonial and
Mandate conflicts" can be justified in terms of inter-
national law. The clash of views between the traditional
and the radical positions will be pursued through dis-
cussions of the following documents: the United Nations
Charter, and General Assembly Resolutions 1514, 2625,
3314, 2787 and 3379.

59. Farer, supra note 53, at 374. Farer explains the poten-
tially wide application of the radical doctrine by noting that in
more than a few states there are national minorities with some factual
basis for claiming to be victims of "alien domination." Id.

60. Id. at 372.
61. Id. at 402.
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A. The View of the U.N. Charter

The debate between the traditional and the radi-
cal approaches to intervention centers on the Charter.
Unlike General Assembly Resolutions, which carry no
necessary force in terms of international law, the
Charter is an international compact creating rights
and obligations for states. The Charter does not, of
course, address directly the special issues raised by
wars of national liberation. Nevertheless, both the
traditional and the radical approaches seek to anchor
their arguments with normative inferences from the
Charter's articles.

To a traditionalist, the Charter fully supports
the view that aid to national liberation movements is
prohibited as a breach of international peace, but
that aid to, or intervention on behalf of, a belea-
guered government is fully justified if given pursuant
to a request. One of the cornerstones of this view is
Article I(i), which lists the following as the primary
purpose of the United Nations:

To maintain international peace and
security, and to that end: to take
effective collective measures for the
prevention and removal of threats to
the peace, and for the suppression of
acts of aggression or other breaches of
the peace, and to bring about by peace-
ful means, and in conformity with the
principles of justice and international
law, adjustment or settlement of inter-
national disputes or situations which
might lead to a breach of the peace.62

In pursuit of these purposes, Article 2(3) requires
that "[alll Members shall settle their international
disputes by peaceful means,1"63 and Article 2(4) fur-
ther requires members to "refrain . . . from the
threat or use of force against the territorial integ-
rity or political independence of any state. '6 4 Next,
Article 2(7) reminds the Members that "[n]othing con-
tained in the present Charter shall authorize the

62. U.N. Charter art. 1, para. 1.
63. Id. art. 2, para. 3.
64. Id. art. 2, para. 4.
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United Nations to intervene in matters which are es-
sentially within the domestic jurisdiction of any
state. ,,65

This nexus of articles suggests the conclusion
that peace is given priority over other U.N. pur-
poses, including those associated with issues of
human rights. 6 6 Should any dispute assume an inter-
national dimension, that dispute must be settled by
peaceful means; all Members are required to renounce
the threat or use of force against other states. 6 7
Finally, however strongly states may feel about human
rights or other issues, they are not permitted to
intervene in matters which are essentially within the
domestic jurisdiction of another state. No exception
has been granted for the self-determination of
peoples within the boundaries of a sovereign state.

A second cornerstone of the traditionalist view
consists of the granting of U.N. membership to
states, not peoples or nations. Articles 3 and 4 of
the Charter appear to codify the settled practice of
international law conferring sovereignty exclusively
on states.

6 8

A third cornerstone concerns the allocation of
decision-making authority among the United Nations
organs. Article 11C3) gives the General Assembly the
power to bring matters to the attention of the

65. Id. art, 2, para. 7.
66. See H. Kelsen, The Law of the United Nations 19

(1950): "The purpose of the United Nations is world
peace." Kelsen further notes that the human rights provisions
of the Charter are not legally binding, "since the Charter does
not impose upon the Members a strict obligation to grant to
their subjects the rights and freedoms mentioned in the Preamble
or in the text of the Charter." Id. at 29.

67. Rostow, supra note 33, at 847: "The use or the threat
of force is forbidden to states, save in exercising their inher-
ent right of self-defense and their equally inherent right to
aid other states exercising their right of self-defense."

68. See H. Kelsen, supra note 66, at 59: "According to
the wording of Articles 3 and 4 only 'states' can be or become
Members of the United Nations." Kelsen further notes, id. at
59-61, that this rule was adopted despite the fact that certain
"signatories," such as India, the Philippines, Byelorussia and
the Ukraine were not then "states" in the sense of international
law.
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Security Council. But Article 18 carefully limits the
General Assembly power to make United Nations' deci-
sions to a few relatively procedural matters such as the
budget, the admission of new Members and the elections
of states to fill positions in various U.N. organs.
On "important questions," such as those which deal
with the maintenance of international peace and secur-
ity, the General Assembly may, even with a two-thirds
majority, only "decide" to make recommendations.
These recommendations do not, however, constitute
United Nations decisions, and if the Security Council
is seized of the question, the General Assembly's
power even to recommend is impaired.69

The Security Council, on the other hand, has the
primary responsibility for the maintenance of interna-
tional peace and security under Article 24.70 Further,
Article 39 gives the Security Council full decision-
making power to "determine the existence of any threat
to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of aggres-
sion"71 and to "decide what measures shall be taken

* to maintain or restore international peace and
security."7 2 If the Security Council were to determine
that an international crisis caused by a war of na-
tional liberation represented a breach of the peace,
it could decide to take action under Article 41 or
Article 42. Though such action could conceivably in-
clude intervention on behalf of the liberation move-
ment instead of the target state, it would be suscep-
tible to a veto by any of the permanent members of the
Security Council. A General Assembly resolution can-
not accomplish actions which are reserved for the
Security Council and which must have the concurring

69. Kelsen, id. at 208, notes that "if action is neces-
sary, the General Assembly is not authorized to make recommenda-
tions but is bound to 'refer' the question to the Security Coun-
cil."

70. Kelsen, id. at 283, notes that "[t]he maintenance of
international peace and security . . . is not only a responsibi-
lity of the Security Council but also of the General Assembly,
But only the Security Council is authorized by the Charter to
maintain international peace and security by enforcement actions."

71. U.N. Charter art. 39.
72. id,
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votes of the five permanent members.7
3

The fourth cornerstone is Article 51, which
states that "[nlothing in the present Charter shall
impair the inherent right of individual or collective
self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Mem-
ber of the United Nations."74 The contention is
sometimes made by traditionalists that this Article
is poorly drafted75 and that the inherent right of
self-defense in international law is more complete
than the language of Article 51 suggests.76 Even
if Article 51 were confined to a narrow interpreta-
tion, it would nevertheless retain sufficient vigor
to repel the notion that a state could, with impunity,
arm guerrillas and send them across international
borders. For such acts would constitute an armed
attack and would fully justify armed action by the
target state as a response.77

The traditionalist edifice, while secured by
seemingly indestructible cornerstones, has neverthe-
less been rocked by a spirited onslaught. The
radical approach commences with a novel interpreta,
tion of the Preamble to the Charter, which contains
the phrase "We the peoples of the United Nations."
It may be contended that this phrase means either
that peoples, not states, are the ultimate sovereigns
in the United Nations; or, that peoples (especially
those deprived of statehood or self-government by
colonialism or racism) have rights under the Charter
which are co-extensive with those of states.7 8

73. However, an abstention is not a veto. A resolution
may be passed without the concurrence of all five permanent
members, so long as none of the five votes is in the negative.

74. U.N. Charter art. 51.
75. See Rostow, supra note 41, at 280.
76. See D. Bowett, Self-Defence in International Law

184-93 (1958); J. Stone, Aggression and World Order 92-101
('1958).

77. An early example of the inherent rights of self-
defense against this type of incursion is the celebrated
CarolZine incident in 2 J. Moore, A Digest of International Law
409-14 (1906).

78. See R. Higgins, The Development of International Law
Through the Political Organs of the United Nations 57 (1963).
She argues that the belief that all pdoples have a right to self-
determination, as a policy goal, would allow for an expansion of
admission to the United Nations and its subordinate organs.
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Gunnar Myrdal, among others, has categorically re-
jected this view, noting that "[tihe name of the
system of intergovernmental organizations is logical-
ly fallacious. Indeed, the very first words of its
Charter , . .[represent] a pious falsehood.1"79 It
must be noted that nowhere else in the Charter are
peoples referred to in place of states. Further, only
states may become members of the United Nations. It is
unlikely that the phrase "We the peoples" was intended
to negate centuries of international custom and practice
by conferring sovereignty, or even special international
rights, on peoples.

Second, the radical position generally contends that
the maintenance of peace called for in Article ll) is
but one purpose of the United Nations. As such, it ranks
no higher than the other purposes, among which may be
found the self-determination of peoples (Article lC2))
and the promotion of human rights (Article 1(3)). In-
deed, it can be argued that the United Nations' goal of
peace is meaningless unless self-determination and human
rights ends are also achieved, for peace is not a higher
goal, but rather an inseparable part of the totality, of
Charter norms. Cattan, in disputing the traditionalist
view concerning the primacy of peace and the role of the
Security Council in assuring the maintenance of that
peace, argues as follows:

Article 24 of the Charter provides that
in discharging its duties for the mainten-
ance of international peace and security
"the Security Council shall act in accord-
ance with the Purposes and Principles of
the United Nations." The Purposes and
Principles of the U.N. are set forth in
Articles 1 and 2 of the Charter. They in-
clude, inter alia, the duty of the U.N. to
act "in conformity with the principles of
justice and international law," to develop
friendly relations among nations based on
"?respect for the principle of equal rights

79, G. Myrdal, Towards a Critical Appraisal of the United
Nations 25 (unpublished manuscript), quoted in Rostow, supra
note 33, at 848,
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and self-determination of peoples," to
promote and encourage "respect for human
rights and for fundamental freedoms for
all without distinction as to race, sex,
language, or religion.,,80

To an extent, this criticism is unanswerable; for
meaningful peace would seem to be indivisible from the
norms of the Charter. However, the traditionalists
maintain that human rights and self-determination
objectives are to be achieved only through peaceful
means. 81 Nothing in the Charter gives states the
right to use force in pursuit of these objectives.
Force may be used only for the "suppression of acts
of aggression or other breaches of the peace."

8 2
A structural interpretation of the Charter, relying
particularly on the role of the Security Council ex-
pounded in Chapters V and VII, seems to support the
traditionalist position. The pursuit of human rights
objectives cannot be permitted to destroy internation-
al stability, no matter how vital their accomplishment
is deemed by some, or even by a majority of, members
of the General Assembly.

Third, the radicals dispute the limitations
placed on the effect of General Assembly resolutions
by the traditionalists' interpretation of the Charter.
While Articles 39 and 18 clearly delineate for the
General Assembly a status secondary to that of the
Security Council on questions of the maintenance of
international peace and security, it can nevertheless
be argued that the General Assembly may act in the
absence of action by the Security Council. One model
for this position is the Uniting for Peace Resolu-
tion,83 under whose authority some members of the
United Nations contributed to the aid of South Korea
in 1950. However, since the historical circumstanceS8 4

80. R. Cattan, palestine and International Law 152
(1973).

81. See Rostow, supra note 33, at 847; E.V. Rostow,
supra note 41, at 283-84.

82. U.N. Charter art. 1, para. 1.
83. GA. Res. 377, 5 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 20) 10, U.N.

Doc. A/1775 (1950).
84. The absence of the Russian representative precluded

use of the Soviet veto on this occasion, and the Security Council
was able to refer the matter to the General Assembly for action.
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which gave rise to this action have not existed
in the intervening three decades of United Nations
experience, it is unlikely that a new "Uniting for
Peace" resolution designed to provide tactical sup-
port for a war of national liberation could be
achieved.

A -more likely, model for General Assembly action
is furnished by Article 14 of the Charter, whereby
"the General Assembly may recommend measures for the
peaceful adjustment of any situation . . . which it
deems likely to impair the general welfare or friendly
relations among nations."85 Cattan believes that this
article, tied to the purposes of the United Nations
as expressed in Article 1, an create an international
obligation for U.N. action. 96 However, Article 14
cannot be invoked "[w]hile the Security Council is
exercising in respect of any dispute or situation the
functions assigned to it in the present Charter,"87
Further, Article 14 stresses peacefuZ adjustment; the
use of armed force is not contemplated. Finally,
Article 14 speaks of the power to recommend; the power
to make a United Nations decision with respect to the
use of force is vested only in the Security Council.

Fourth, because the special subset of wars of
national liberation deals with conflicts arising from
mandate or formerly colonial frameworks, it may be
argued that the Charter delegates to the General
Assembly, rather than the Security Council, the
decision-making authority in this area. Article 18C2)
places "questions relating to the operation of the
trusteeship system"8 8 alongside budgetary and other
procedural questions for which the General Assembly
has full responsibility. This power is reinforced by
Article 85(1): "The functions of the United Nations
with regard to trusteeship agreements for all areas
not designated as strategic, including the approval of
their alteration or amgndment, shall be exercised by
the General Assembly". 9

85. U.N. Charter art. 14.
86. H. Cattan, supra note 80, at 167-68.
87. U.N. Charter art. 12.
88. Id. art. 18, para. 2.
89. Id. art. 85, para. 1.
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Under this Article, the General Assembly seemingly
could articulate a United Nations decision for
Namibia. It could arguably also "decide" the problem
of Palestine, though the existence of the- sovereign
states of Israel and Jordan complicates renewed action
on issues arising from the original Palestinian Man-
date. It is less clear what authority the General
Assembly would have with regard to non-self-governing
territories under Chapter XI, 9 0 a category which could
conceivably have been designed to include the former
Portuguese territories and Rhodesia.

Higgins has chronicled the rise of the human
rights/self-determination claims in the international
arena. She discusses extensively whether "the United
Nations may always act where a question of self-deter-
mination is involved,"9l and concludes that "self-
determination has developed into an international
legal right, and is not an essentially domestic mat-
ter." 9 2 Further, in response to the claim "[t]hat the
General Assembly has jurisdiction over situations in-
volving a breach of the specific Charter provisions
dealing with human rights,"93 she concludes that the
Assembly exercises such power, noting further that
some states have expressed the view "[that human-
rights questions cannot be essentially within [the]
domestic jurisdiction [of the state]."94 The erosion
of Article 2(7) rights is attributed to the changes
and development of international law.9 5

Fifth, the radical position rejects the role as-
signed to Article 51 by the traditionalists. Zorgbibe
argues that "the conception of Article 51 is therefore
incontestably stricter than that which was sketched in

90. Id. arts. 73, 74.
91. R. Higgins, supra note 78, at 90-106.
92. Id, at 103.
93. Id. at 118.
94, Id. at 128.
95. Id. at 130. But one may question whether customary

international law has "progressed" this far. If The AnteZope, 23
U.S. GLO Wheat.) 66 (1825), is still good authority, and current
state practice any guide, one might hesitate to conclude that
Higgins is correct in her analysis of the attenuation of Article
2(7).
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general international law.t,96 In partiaular, he con-
cludes that Article 51 addressed classical-style armed
attacks against the territory of a state, and he notes
that it does not apply to a civil war situation. 9 7 In
this view, Article 51 rights would come into play if a
foreign government armed bands and sent them across
international boundaries, but it would not apply to
a genuinely internal conflict. As a consequence,
states would not have the right under Article 51 to
invite other governments to come to their aid for the
suppression of internal liberation movements.9 8 Fur-
ther, a more severe limitation on Article 51 rights
could come through Security Council.action. If, as in
the Rhodesian situation, the Security Council has com-
mended front-line states for their support of the
liberation movements and has demanded "that all states
refrain from providing any support--overt or covert--
to the illegal regime in Southern Rhodesia,1"99 seem-
ingly little remains of the traditionalist view that
under Article 51 Rhodesia has the right to repel armed
attacks or to invite governments to come to its aid.1 0 0

The radical position further seeks to establish
the right to humanitarian intervention for the protec-
tion of the human rights interests placed in issue by
wars of national liberation belonging to the special
subset. J.N. Moore champions this view: "[T]he
importance of the protection of fundamental human
rights, the lack of adequate institutional protection
for human rights, and the small threat to community
policies of most such interventions suggest that if
carefully safeguarded such interventions should be per-

96. C. Zorgbibe, La Guerre Civile 125 (1975).
The original French text is the following: "La conception de
l'article 51 est donc incontestablement plus stricte que celle
qui s'tait esquiss~e dans le droit international general . .

97. Id. at 124-25.
98. Id. at 124.
99. Id. paras. 6 and 8 of S.C. Res. 411, 32 UN. SCOR,

Resolutions and -ecisions 10, U.N.. Doc. S/INF/33 (1977).
100. The invocation of Article 51 rights was complicated by

the fact that Rhodesia is not alMember of the U.N., and that it
may not have been a "state".in international law. This problem appears
to be en route to resolution, now that Britain has regained control.
After the 1980 Rhodesian general elections, most states will probably
recognize Rhodesia/Zimbabwe as a state, whatever the regime that
emerges with a plurality or majority.
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missible.'1I 0 1 This would seem to be a direct negation
of Article 51 rights, as intervention would be on be-
half of the national liberation movements. Rostow
criticizes this position, noting that it goes far
beyond the limits placed upon humanitarian interven-
tion by customary international law:

The customary international law right
of humanitarian intervention in
situations of chaos and massacre sur-
vives under the Charter, presumably as
a form of limited self-help under
Article 51 to remedy catastrophic breaches
of international law which could not
otherwise be cured . ... A genuinely
humanitarian intervention should not
threaten the territorial integrity or
political independence of a state...1

0 2

A broad right to intervene whenever the concept of
self-determination is invoked or whenever human rights
standards are alleged to have been violated could
scarcely be consistent with state practice. Nor, for
the same reason, could one allow such intervention for
violations found in the special subset.

Sixth, the creation of the special subset has the
singular virtue of negating the issue of "territorial
integrity" raised by traditionalists under the rubric
of Article 2(4). While all wars of national libera-
tion which are secessionist or revisionist threaten
the fragmentation of one or more states, the anti-
colonial wars launched against the Portuguese Terri-
tories, South Africa, Rhodesia and Namibia, and the
irredentist war of the Arab Palestinians launched
against Israel, do not. Rather, they envisage the
the liberation of a territory in its entirety. Such
liberation, accomplished by indigenous forces without
any alteration of borders, would not disrupt the

101. J.N. Moore, supra note 22, at 279. See also M. McDougal
and Wm. Reisman, Response by Professors McDougal and Reisman, 3
Int'l Lawyer 438, 444 (1969); R. Lillich, Forcible Self-Help by
States to Protect Human Rights, 53 Iowa L. Rev. 325 (1967).

102. Rostow, supra note 33, at 848-49.
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territorial integrity of any state. Further, it could
be argued that no member of the special subset is a
state, thus avoiding Article 2(4)'s proscription of the
use of force against a state. Namibia and Palestine
are mandate territories; the Portuguese territories
(pre-1975) and Rhodesia were non-self-governing terri-
tories--similarly, it may even be argued that South
Africa is, like Rhodesia and the Portuguese territories,
another essentially colonial remnant rather than a true
state.103

These arguments advanced on behalf of the radical
position are formidable. Not only are the cornerstones
of Articles 2(0) and 2(7) weakened, but also the appli-
cability of Article 51 is threatened. Even the Secu-
rity Council is denied primary responsibility if ac-
tions are taken by the General Assembly pursuant to
Chapter XI and Article 85. Thus, the subset of wars of
national liberation where aid to liberation movements
is ostensibly justified in international law is firmly
set forth.

While the radical approach makes strong arguments,
it nevertheless must contend with three powerful tradi-
tionalist responses. First, under Article 12, action
by the General Assembly cannot be taken once the Security
Council is seized of the issue, unless the Security
Council expressly requests a General Assembly opinion:10 4

The Security Council has taken ongoing action with
regard to every one of the territories in the subset
and has not requested the recommendations of the General
Assembly. Second, only the Security Council can deter-
mine that a threat to the peace exists (Article 39) and
decide to authorize the use of force to maintain or
restore international peace CArticle 42). Third, the
nexus created by the interplay of Articles 1(1), 2(4),
and 51 cannot be overturned by General Assembly resolu-
tions, no matter how large a majority they may repre-
sent and no matter how fervently that majority may

103. However, such an argument must overcome the obvious
difficulties created by South Africa's status as a founding member
of the United Nations.

104. See generally H. Kelsen, supra note 66, at 266-69.
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believe in human rights and self-determination. The
stability which emanated from fear of the scourge of
war remains the first concern of the traditionalists,
and the Charter clearly reflects that view. Though
the debate is scarcely closed, it is apparent that the
traditionalists have the sounder interpretation of the
United Nations Charter.

B. General Assembly Resolution 1514 CXVI: Declara-
tion on the Granting of Independence to Colonial
Countries and Peoples

Perhaps the perception of Charter "conservatism"
forced Third World states to turn increasingly to the
General Assembly as a forum for their views, At any
rate, the admission of many new members to the United
Nations resulted in a series of resolutions that deal
fundamentally with the problems inherent in wars of
national liberation. While all of these resolutions
have been passed by wide margins, the status to be
accorded them by international law has been the sub
ject of considerable debate.

One of the most important of the early resolu-
tions was Resolution 1514,105 adopted by the General
Assembly on December 20, 1960 by a vote of 89-0, with
nine abstentions. The Resolution was passed in the
midst of tremendous international pressure for the
granting of independence to colonial peoples--a pro-
cess that began with the independence of India in
1947 and which accelerated dramatically once Nkrumah's
Ghana gained independence in 1957. Britain, the
world's premier colonial power, was clearly liquida-
ting its vast empire. And France, already vanquished
in Indo-China, was en route to an even more crushing
defeat in Algeria, a territory France considered
integral to its own.106

105. GA, Res, 1514, 15 UN. GAOR, Supp, (No. 16) 66, UN.
Doc, A/4684 (1960), reprinted in [1960] U.N.Y.B. at 49-50.

106, See generally A. Horne, A Savage War of Peace:
Algeria 1954-1962 (1977).
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Thus, Resolution 1514 came at the crest of the
wave of independence; the process proved itself irre-
versible and by the mid-sixties had added many new mem-
bers to the U.N. roster. Nevertheless, the abstentions
in some cases indicated the development of a new prob-
lem for international relations--the quiet backwaters
of colonialism that were seemingly immune from the crash
and thunder of the wave. Britain abstained, for it had
yet to deal effectively with the problem of the white
minority in Rhodesia. So did South Africa, already a
target for self-determination movements both within its
territory and in the Mandated Territory of South West
Africa. Portugal, following suit, had earlier declared
that its African territories were not possessions but
rather integral provinces of the metropole.107 The
French abstained for similar reasons vis-a-vis Algeria.
Finally the United States joined those who abstained,
even though it did not have any colonies.10 8

Undaunted by the absence of support of three of
the five permanent members of the Security Council, the
majority produced a document with stirring language.
The Preamble invoked the U.N. Charter's "faith in funda-
mental human rights" and its "respect for the principles
of equal rights and self-determination of all peoples."10S
Further, it called for an awareness that conflicts arise
from the denial of freedom to dependent peoples and an-
nounced belief in the irreversibility of the process of
decolonization.110

The substantive sections for the most part followed
the lead of the Preamble. Article 1 declared that:
"The subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domina-
tion and exploitation constitutes a denial of fundamen-
tal human rights, is contrary to the Charter of the
United Nations and is an impediment to the promotion of
world peace and co-operation."lll Article 2

107. See R. First, Portugal's Wars in Africa 11 (1971).
108. The United States insists that Puerto Rico is not a

colony and that Resolution 1514 therefore does not apply. Nor
does the resolution affect strategic trusts, which fall outside
General Assembly authority according to Article 85 of the Charter,

109. G.A. Res, 1514, supra note 105.
110. id.
111. Id. art, 1.
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declared that "[aill peoples have the right to self-
determination,"ll 2 and Article 4 stated that "[aill
armed action or repressive measures of all kinds
directed against dependent peoples shall cease. "113
If the above position were adopted as a norm of inter-
national law, it would require that governments stop
repression of, or armed action against, the dependent
peoples within their borders, for any such action
would violate the principle of self-determination and
would thereby constitute an "impediment" or even a
threat to international peace.

Article 5 extends the reach of the Resolution to
"Trust and Non-Self-Governing Territories or all other
territories which have not yet attained indepen-
dence."11114 This extension is almost certainly uitra
vires-. The General Assembly under Article 16 of the
U.N. Charter has jurisdiction only over those Trust
territories which fall under the definition contained
in Article 77. This definition establishes only three
categories--"territories now held under mandate;
territories which may be detached from enemy states as
a result of the Second World War; and territories vol-
untarily placed under the system by states responsible
for their administration. "115 Two of the territories
in the special subset are mandate territories (Namibia
and Palestine). But the others clearly are not man-
date territories. Nor have they been detached from
enemy states. Certainly they have not been voluntari-
ly placed under the trusteeship system. Nor can the
General Assembly seek to base its authority on Chapter
XI--the "Declaration Regarding Non-Self-Governing
Territories." While the General Assembly may have the
power to specify which territories are non-self-govern-
ing, that specification itself has the status only
of a recommendation, rather than a United Nations de-
cision. As Kelsen notes:

If the General Assembly is competent to
make recommendations on matters regulated
by Chapter XI, and that means to apply
its provisions, the Assembly may--in form

112. Id. art. 2.
113. Id. art. 4.
114. Id. art. 5.
115. U.N. Charter art. 77, para. la-Ic.
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of a recommendation--specify these
territories. But a recommendation
of the Assembly has no binding force;
hence it depends finally on the
Member states to decide which are
the territories to which their obliga-
tions under Chapter XI refer.116

None of the territories in the subset has been volun-
tarily placed under the aegis of the General Assembly.
Even if these territories had been defined as non-self-
governing by the Member states wh-ich control them, the
obligations owed to the United Nations under Chapter
XI would be minimal.li7 Although "the interests of
the inhabitants of these territories are paramount,"11 8

the only affirmative actions which states are to under-
take regularly on their behalf are routine reporting
requirements contained in Article 73(e). Beyond that,
no timetable for self-government is expressly contem-
plated, Because Article 73(b) permits the adminis-
tering state to delay independence "according to the
particular circumstances of each territory and its
peoples and their varying stages of advancement,"1 1 9

it seemingly contradicts Resolution 1514's call for
"immediate steps" toward independence.

Article 6 of Resolution 1514 contains the stric-
ture that "[any attempt aimed at the partial or total
disruption of the national unity and the territorial
integrity of a country is incompatible with , . . the
Charter of the United Nations."120 This statement
conflicts with the declaration, contained in Article
2 of the Resolution, that "all peoples have the right
to self-determination." Finally, Article 7 muddles
the goals of Resolution 1514 by mentioning the prin-
ciple of "noninterference in the internal affairs of
all States" in the same breath with the "sovereign
rights of all peoples and their territorial integ-
rity."1 2 1  Territorial integrity and noninterference
in domestic affairs are principles that apply to
states, not peoples. The tension between the princi-
ples of self-determination on the one hand, and

116. H. Kelsen, supra note 66, at 556.
117. They are also "vague." See id. at 557.
118. UN. Charter art. 73.
119. U.N. Charter art. 73, para. b,
120. G.A. Res. 1514, supra note 105, art. 6.
121. Id. art. 7.
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territorial integrity and noninterference in domestic
affairs on the other, remains unresolved.

The Members of the General Assembly passed
Resolution 1514 with relative ease. But it is far
more difficult to gauge its effect. The tradition-
alist position that General Assembly resolutions are
merely recommendations would relegate Resolution 1514
to the realm of the merely hortatory. Further, no
traditionalist would accept the abrogation of the
Article 2(7) rights of states to suppress internal
disorders without interference from abroad, or the
denial of the Article 51 rights of states engaged
against national liberation movements to receive aid
from other states.

To the more radical publicists of international
law, Resolution 1514 ranks as a document of major
importance. Moore describes it as evidence of "a
strong community consensus against colonialism."1 2 2

Schwelb claims it is an assertion about the present
state of international law.123 Higgins believes it
is illustrative of "a trend towards acknowledging
self-determination as a legal right."124

The debate over the international signifi-
cance of Resolution 1514 has not abated. Rather, it
has been intensified by the passing of subsequent
resolutions which go even further in the attempt to
define a special subset of wars of national libera-
tion where aid to the liberationists is justified.
Two of the most important of these are Resolutions
2625 and 3314.

C. General Assembly Resolution 2625: Declaration on
Principles of International Law Concerning Friend-
ly Relations and Co-operation among States in
Accordance with the Charter of the United Nations

General Assembly Resolution 2625125 ranks as one
of the most complex documents in international law.

122. J.N. Moore, supra note 22, at 187.
123. E. Schwelb, Human Rights and the International Com-

munity (Chicago, 1964), discussed in J. N. Moore, supra note 22,
at 187.

124. R. Higgins, supra note 78, at 100.
125. G.A. Res. 2625, 25 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 28) 121, U.N.

Doc. A/8028 (1970), reprinted in 65 Am. J. Int'l L. 243 (1971).
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The perplexing issue of self-determination for depen-
dent peoples, partially addressed in 1960 by Resolu-
tion 1514, was by 1970 further complicated by
the internal conflicts in most of the Third World
states which constituted the General Assembly's
perennial majority. These newly independent states
of Asia and Africa proved to be powder kegs. Sparks
thrown off by self-determination struggles threatened
to explode not only the stability of these nascent
states, but also the prevailing pattern of interna-
tional peace. Nevertheless, anti-colonialism, anti-
racism, anti-apartheid and human rights movements had
heightened the levels of political consciousness
among Third World nations. To them, the backwaters of
colonialism stood out as symbols of an international
system that continued to frustrate the legitimate
self-determination aspirations of dependent peoples.

Resolution 2625, a hotly-debated and seemingly
contradictory compromise, attempted to reconcile two
fundamental sets of concepts of international law--the
principles of territorial integrity and noninterfer-
ence in domestic affairs versus the principles of
human rights and the self-determination of peoples.
The battlelines drawn on these sets of principles
extend to the problem of intervention in wars of
national liberation. Those who emphasize the former
set of principles believe that aid to governments only
is permissible, whereas those who emphasize the latter
set of principles believe that overt intervention on
behalf of liberation movements in the special subset
is fully justified.

The tensions between these sets of principles are
apparent even in the Preamble to Resolution 2625.
While the General Assembly majority reaffirms the
importance of the maintenance of international peace
and security, it believes that peace must be "founded
upon freedom, equality, justice and respect for funda-
mental human rights."12 6 While it recalls "the duty
of states to refrain in their international relations
from military, political, economic or any other form
of coercion aimed against the political independence
or territorial integrity of any state"1 27 and consi-
ders it "essential that all states shall refrain in

126. Id., 65 Am. J. Int'l L. at 244.
127. Id., 65 Am. J. Int'l L. at 244-45,
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their interngtiona! relations from the threat or use
of force," 1 20 it nevertheless is convinced that "the
subjection of peoples to alien subjugation, domina-
tion and exploitation constitutes a major obstacle to
the promotion of international peace and security."1 2 9
Finally, while it remains "convinced that the princi-
ple of equal rights and self-determination of peoples
constitutes a significant contribution to contemporary
international law,"1 3 0 it concedes that "any attempt
aimed at the partial or total disruption of the na-
tional unity and territorial integrity of a state or
country . . is incompatible with the . . . Char-
ter. ,13 1

The tensions already evidenced in the Preamble
are heightened by the substantive sections. Listed
underneath the principle "that states shall refrain in
their international relations from the threat or use
of force against the territorial integrity or politi-
cal independence of any state," the following duties
appear:

Every state has the duty to refrain
from the threat or use of force to
violate the existing international
boundaries of another state or as a
means of solving international disputes,
including territorial disputes and
problems concerning frontiers of
states.

Every state has the duty to refrain
from organizing or encouraging the or-
ganization of irregular forces or
armed bands, including mercenaries, for
incursion into the territory of another
state.

Every state has the duty to refrain
from organizing, instigating, assisting
or participating in acts of civil strife
or terrorist acts in another state or
acquiescing in organized activities
within its territory directed towards the
commission of such acts . . 132

128. Id., 65 Am. J. Int'l L. at 245.
129. Id.
130. Id.
131, Id.
132. Id., 65 Am. J. Int'l L. at 246.
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Despite these restrictions, under the same section one
finds the duty "to refrain from any forcible action
which deprives peoples referred to in the elaboration
of the principle of equal rights and self-determination
of their right to self-determination and freedom and
independence.11133

Second, under the principle "concerning the duty
not to intervene in matters within the domestic juris-
diction of any state," three express restrictions
against interventionist activities appear:

No state or group of states has the
right to intervene, directly or indirectly,
for any reason whatever, in the internal
or external affairs of any other state.
Consequently, armed intervention and all
other forms of interference or attempted
threats against the personality of the
state or against its political, economic
and cultural elements, are in violation
of international law.

No state may use or encourage the use
of economic, political or any other type
of measures to coerce another state in
order to obtain from it the subordination
of the exercise of its sovereign rights
and to secure from it advantages of any
kind. Also, no state shall organize, as-
sist, foment, finance, incite or tolerate
subversive, terrorist or armed activities
directed towards the violent overthrow
of the regime of another state, or inter-
fere in civil strife in another state.

Every state has an inalienable right
to choose its political, economic, social
and cultural systems, without interference
in any form by another state.134

Nevertheless, this section also declares that "[t]he
use of force to deprive peoples of their national
identity constitutes a violation of their inalienable

133. Id.
134. Id., 65 Am. J. Int'l L. at 218.
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rights and of the principle of non-intervention."1 35

Finally, in discussing the "principle of equal
rights and self-determination of peoples," the tables
are turned. Unlike the two preceding sections, the
affirmative duties seem to favor international sup-
port for national liberation movements.

Every state has the duty to promote,
through joint and separate action, reali-
zation of the principle of equal rights
and self-determination of peoples, in
accordance with the provisions of the
Charter, and to render assistance to
the United Nations in carrying out the
responsibilities entrusted to it by the
Charter regarding the implementation of
the principle, in order:

(a) To promote friendly relations and
co-operation among states; and

(b) To bring a speedy end to
colonialism, having due regard
to the freely expressed will
of the peoples concerned;

and bearing in mind that subjection of
peoples to alien subjugation, domination
and exploitation constitutes a violation
of the principle, as well as a denial
of fundamental human rights, and is
contrary to the Charter.13 6

Yet the warning contained at the end of the section
seemingly negates the duty described above:

Nothing in the foregoing paragraphs
shall be construed as authorizing or
encouraging any action which would
dismember or impair, totally or in part,
the territorial integrity or political
unity of sovereign and independent
states conducting themselves in com-
pliance with the principle of equal

135. Id.
136. Id., 65 Am J. Int'l L. at 249.
137. Id,, 65 Am. J. Int'l L, at 250.
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rights and self-determination of
peoples . . . without distinction
as to race, creed or color.

Every state shall refrain from
any action aimed at the partial or
total disruption of the national unity
and territorial integrity of any other
state or country.1 3 7

These contradictions are not unique to the General
Assembly. The Charter of the Organization of African
Unity (OAU) strongly favors the principles of "non-
interference in the internal affairs of States [and]
respect for the sQvereignty and territorial integrity
of each State." 1 3  The endorsement of these princi-
ples has not, however, prevented the OAU from giving
overt aid to liberation movements engaged in combat
against the regimes of southern Africa.

It is possible that the creation of a special sub-
set of national liberation movements helps to resolve
the conflicts between these sets of principles. If the
Trust Territories are the preserve solely of the General
Assembly, then Namibia and Palestine come under the
jurisdiction of that body. The self-determination of
peoples, at least in Namibia, could be accomplished
without doing violence to the concepts of territorial
integrity and noninterference in domestic affairs.
Namibia, whose peoples have internationally recognized
rights pursuant to the Mandate Agreement, could be
liberated in its entirety. Its independence is not an
internal affair of South Africa. And if the unallocated
portions of the former Palestinian Mandate (Gaza and
the West Bank) were allocated by the General Assembly
to the Arab Palestinians, subject to an overall peace
agreement pursuant to Security Council Resolution 242,139
again the concepts of non-interference in domestic
affairs and territorial integrity would not be violated.

This position would have been less clear with
respect to the former Portuguese colonies, though

138. See Farer, supra note 53, at 349.
139. S.C. Res. 242, 22 U.N. SCOR, Resolutions and Decisions

8, U.N. Doc. S/INF/22/Rev. 2 (1967).
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their liberation subsequent to the collapse of the
metropolitan regime has mooted that issue in interna-
tional law. The compromise probably would not affect
South Africa, which--although arguably only a colonial
remnant like the Portuguese colonies or Rhodesia--is
almost certainly a state, is a member of the United
Nations, and could therefore invoke the protections of
Article 2(7) and, if attacked, those of Article 51.
However, the limiting case of the subset is Rhodesia.
As Schachter notes,

Within the United Nations, self-
determination has been regarded pre-
eminently as the right of the peoples
in the overseas colonies to become
independent or to achieve self-gov-
ernment. It has also been expressed
as a goal in respect of claims by a
majority of indigenous inhabitants
against rule by a minority of another
race, as, for example, in Rhodesia.1 40

With respect to Rhodesia, territorial integrity would
not be affected. Nevertheless, a claim of domestic
interference could now be raised by Britain, since
after fourteen years of successful rebellion, it has
regained control of its former colony. Rhodesia itself
is not yet a Member of the United Nations and can assert
no independent rights under the Charter. Further, by
the express provision of the Security Council,1 41
Rhodesia may not be recognized as a state by any state
and therefore has no access to the Article 2(4)/Article
51 nexus concerning non-use of force and self-defense.

Two problems remain, however, for those who would
accept Resolution 2625 as the harbinger of interven-
tion on behalf of liberation movements rather than
governments. First, the General Assembly cannot act
on matters "while the Security Council is exercising
in respect of any dispute or situation the functions
assigned to it in the present Charter.l 4 2 The

140. Schachter, The United Nations and Internal Conflict,
in Law and Civil War in the Modern World, supra note 21, at 401,
406-07.

141. S.C. Res. 277, 25 U.N. SCOR, Resolutions and Decisions,
U.N. Doc. S/Res/277 (1970), para. 2.

142. U.N. Charter art. 12, para. 1.
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Security Council has acted, and continues to act, with
respect to every situation contained in the special
subset. Second, Resolution 2625 does not expressly
authorize the use of force1 43 by states or liberation
movements against the territories or states in ques-
tion. Even if it purported to authorize armed action,
that authorization would be ultra vires. The Security
Council alone has such powers under Article 42.

The document nevertheless is of some significance
in international law. The principles it espouses,
which are repeated in Resolution 3314, the Definition
of Aggression, represent what Farer (referring to
Resolution 3314) has termed a "global consensus."144
That consensus may extend to a condemnation of coloni-
alism, apartheid, and racism; it may further extend to
the qualified support of movements for self-determina-
tion within the special subset. However, the consen-
sus does not extend to the use of force against the
regimes which currently dominate the territories with-
in the subset, for use of force by a state, whether
acting on its own or under the auspices of a General
Assembly resolution, would constitute an act of ag-
gression. International action on behalf of national
liberation movements, absent a Security Council resolu-
tion, must be confined to the peaceful means set forth
by the U.N. Charter.

D. General Assembly Resolution 3314 (XXIX): Defini-
tion of Aggression

The problem of intervention lies at the very cen-
ter of discussions on the principle of slf-determina-
tion. General Assembly Resolution 33141 5 attempts to
deal with this central concern by defining what consti-
tutes aggression under international law. The compro-
mise position which the General Assembly finally

143. Stephen M. Schwebel makes a similar point in Wars of
Liberation--as Fought in U.N. Organs, Law and Civil War in the
Modern World, supra note 21, at 446, 453.

144. Farer, supra note 53, at 367. Farer also believes
that Resolution 2625 would be of some use in limiting reprisals
against supporters of liberation movements, as supplements to
Security Council Resolutions: id. at 372 & n. 122.

145. G.A. Res. 3314, supra note 7.
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accepted has been aptly described by one author as a
"remarkable package of ambiguities, concealed con-
flicts, confusions and frustrations of definition."1 4 6

By 1974 the intrinsically difficult problem of de-
fining aggression had become insuperable, The tradition-
ally favored definition, with its "criterion of the
armed crossing of a State's frontiers without its
consent,"1 4 7 appeared incapable of dealing with two
prevailing problems in international relations.
First, "in a very typical kind of dispute about terri-
tory a definition of the word 'aggression' in terms of
crossing the frontier will not do, because the very
question over which the trouble arises is as to where
the frontier is according to the existing rules of
law.",14 8 And second"

The difficulties with the simplistic
crossing of frontiers test went . . .
even deeper. It was increasingly con-
fronted by doctrines about "wars of
liberation" and "struggles for self-
determination," which clamoured for the
licence to use armed force against
putatively "oppressive" sovereign
States. They demanded that the use of
armed force by third States in support
of such struggles be exempted from the
definition of aggression; and this neces-
sarily implied that the test of armed
crossing of frontiers was to be no
longer valid for such cases.1 49

The Third World majority attempted to depart from the
traditional definition of aggression by designing a
definition that would (1) be applicable to border dis-
putes without (2) jeopardizing their borders, and (3)
allow the use of armed force on behalf of liberation
movements fighting "oppressive" regimes without (4)
yielding similar rights to self-determination move-
ments within their (the members of the Third World
majority's) own borders. This attempt at redefinition
accounts for a great deal of the confusion surrounding
Resolution 3314.

146. J. Stone, Conflict Through Consensus 164 (1977).
147. Id. pt 10.
148. ,Td.
149, Id. at 11.
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This confusion begins in the Preamble which,
appropriately enough, reaffirms Resolution 2625 and
renews the internal contradictions of that document.
It "[rleaffirmEs] the duty of States not to use armed
force to deprive peoples of their right to self-deter-
mination, freedom and independence, or to disrupt terri-
torial integrity."1 5 0 But in the same breath, it seeks
to uphold the principles of states' territorial
integrity, the peaceful settlement of disputes, and
the suppression of acts of aggression.

Of the substantive sections, Articles 1 through 6
define and describe aggressive activity fairly care-
fully and seem by implication to outlaw all interven-
tion on behalf of national liberation movements. Arti-
cle 1 defines aggression as "the use of armed force by
a State against the sovereignty, territorial integrity
or political independence of another State."151 Arti-
cle 2 states that the "first use of armed force by a
State in contravention of the Charter shall constitute
prima facie evidence of an act of aggression."1 5 2 And
Article 3 declares:

Any of the following acts, regard-
less of a declaration of war, shall . . .
qualify as an act of aggression:

(a) The invasion or attack by the
armed forces of a State of the
territory of another State . .

(f) The action of a State in allowing
its territory, which it has placed
at the disposal of another State,
to be used by that other State
for perpetrating an act of aggres-
sion against a third State;

(g) The sending by or on behalf of a
State of armed bands, groups,
irregulars or mercenaries, which

150. G.A. Res. 3314, 29 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 31) 142, U.N.
Doc. A/9631 (1974), reprinted in 69 Am. J. Int'l L. 480 (1975).

151. Id., art. 1, 69 Am. J. Int'l L. at 481.
152. Id., art. 2, 69 Am. J. Int'l L. at 482.
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carry out acts of armed force
against another State . . ., or its
substantial involvement therein.153

The three subsections just cited would, for example,
condemn foreign troops for attacking Rhodesia, condemn
Zambia for allowing its territory to be used by foreign
troops for such an attack, and condemn Mozambique,
Zambia and Tanzania for their substantial involvement
in the raids into Rhodesia conducted by Nkomo's and
Mugabe's Patriotic Front guerrillas.154

Article 4 provides that the list in Article 3 is
not exhaustive. Article 5 states that "[nlo consi-
deration of whatever nature, whether political, eco-
nomic, military or otherwise, may serve as a justifica-
tion for aggression."155 Article 6 invokes the U.N.
Charter's own provisions with respect to the lawful
use of force. Taking these sections as a whole, what-
ever violates the Charter violates Resolution 3314;
aggressions not specifically enumerated in Article 3
are nevertheless proscribed; and no consideration--
arguably even the self-determination of peoples--may
be permitted to serve as a justification for armed
intervention.

The Definition of Aggression, had it stopped
there, would have bolstered the norms of the Charter,
and remained a tightly constructed condemnation of
armed interference in the affairs of any state. How-
ever, Article 7 goes on to declare that:

Nothing in this Definition, and in
particular Article 3, could in any way
prejudice the right to self-determination,
freedom and independence, as derived from
the Charter, of peoples forcibly deprived
of that right and referred to [in Resolu-
tion 26251, particularly peoples under
colonial and racist regimes or other
forms of alien domination; nor the right
of these peoples to struggle to that end
and to seek and receive support .. 156

153, Id., art. 3, 69 Am. J. Int'l L. at 482.
154. These subsections apply to Rhodesia, however, only if

it were deemed to be a state, a debatable proposition prior to the
1980 elections and.subsequent independence.

155, G,A, Req. 3314, 29 U.N, GAOR, Supp, (No. 31) 142, U.N.
Doc. A/9631 (1974), reprinted in 69 Am. J, Int'l L. 480 (1975).

156. Id., art. 7, 69 Am. J. Int'l L. at 483.
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And Article 8 provides that "each provision should be
construed in the context of the other provisions,"1157
thereby making the special category of liberation move-
ments combatting colonial or racist regimes exempt from
the strictures of Articles 1 through 7. Had Article 7
simply addressed the right of peoples under alien
domination to revolt, the Definition could have been
salvaged. However, by stating that the struggling
peoples had the right to seek and receive support,
Article 7 undercut the "substantial involvement" posi-
tion of Article 3(g) and seemed to imply, although the
word "force" is not expressly used, that even overt in-
tervention on behalf of liberation movements would not
necessarily constitute aggression. It was, as Stone
points out, "a strong bid by many non-aligned States to
establish the 'inherent right of self-determination t

alongside that of self-defence under Article 51 of the
Charter."1 5 8 Once aggression occurred against a na-
tion, that nation would be permitted to use self-
defense and invite states to come to its aid, just as
under Article 51 a state has the right to invite other
states to come to its aid. Such a position, if it were
accepted by the international community, would justify
almost any intervention against almost any state for
nearly every violation of human rights committed
against a people or even a tiny minority of that
people.

Resolution 3314, adopted by acclamation in 1974,
has, if nothing else, demonstrated that there is no
international consensus concerning the definition
of "aggression," especially when an attempt is made
to incorporate elements of "justice" into that
definition.1 5 9 It is not surprising that the tradi-
tionalists generally argue that the document is of
little significance. Stone notes that the resolution
could not "add to or vary obligations already imposed
by the United Nations Charter."1 60 He further states

157, Id., art. 8, 69 Am. J. Int'l L. at 483.
158. J. Stone, supra note 146, at 35.
159. As J. I. Garvey notes, "Absent a juridical body with

compulsory jurisdiction to impose a single view, 'justice' must
remain an illusory objective among sovereign States with different
perspectives on what constitutes 'justice. ' Garvey, The U.N.
Definition of "Aggression": Law and Illusion in the Context of
Collective Security, 17 Va. J, Int'l L. 177, 196 (1977).

160, J. Stone, supra note 146, at 23,
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that "It]he Security Council has exclusive power under
Article 39 of the Charter to determine aggression,
which includes its discretion to refrain from deter-
mining it.t,16 1 The fact that the Security Council has
in no way endorsed Resolution 3314 means that the
resolution carries no necessary effect in international
law. The Resolution may also be ultra vires, beyond
the scope of the General Assembly ts powers.

The question is raised whether peoples have a
right of self-defense which parallels that of states.
If so, a people subjected to colonial domination might
automatically be termed the victim of an aggression.
The traditionalists respond in the negative, noting
that "[elven those publicists sympathetic to wars of
liberation have doubted whether self-defence in the
international legal sense is involved. 1 6 2 Histori-
cally, the inherent right of self-defense belongs to
states, not peoples; But the radicals seek to utilize
other grounds for their justification. First, they
invoke General Assembly resolutions such as 1514 and
2625.163 However, these resolutions do not constitute
U.N. decisions, are not binding in international law,
and can scarcely be'said to represent customary inter-
national law, given the conflicts in Resolution 3 3 1 4ts
attempt to define aggression. Second, the radicals
cite the political right of revolution, which is
grounded on "human rights" concerns rather than the
"use of force" doctrine.1 6 4 However, revolution is
not at issue; rather, it is the right to aid, or to
intervene on behalf of, liberation movements which the
radicals must establish. Since human rights objectives
under the Charter are to be achieved through peaceful
means, this construction cannot lead to the creation
of a right of intervention. Finally, it is conceivable

161, Id. at 150,
162. Id. at 66.
163. See id. at 66-86 for a more detailed discussion of

the view that the cumulative effect of various General Assembly
resolutions is to render wars of national liberation legitimate.
In addition to Resolutions 1514 and 2625, Stone adverts to the
Declaration on the Inadmissibility of Intervention, G,A. Res,
2131, 20 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No. 14) 11, U.N. Doc. A/6014 (1965),
reprinted in 5 Int'l Legal Materials 374-76 (1966),

164. A distillation of this view is set forth by K.
Skubiszewski in Use of Force by States, in Manual of Public
International Law 740, 771-72 (Max Sorensen ed. 1968).
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that Article 51 rights would apply if the people to be
freed were deemed a "former sovereign state." 65 This
construction assumes "that the State's authority over
the particular people must at some past time have been
imposed by armed force, in suppression of that people's
Sovereign Statehood, and must now be deemed to be a
standing armed attack against that people's former
Sovereign State."1 6 6 In the alternative, the argument
is made that the initial suppression was unlawful;
hence, the people never lost their right of self-de-
fense.1 67 However, the "standing armed attack" or un-
lawful suppression" theories would also be welcomed by
the Quebecois, the Basques, and more than a few of the
Soviet Union's Republics. The principle of self-defense,
if extended to peoples, could scarcely be limited to
those few cases characterized by "colonial domination"
as opposed to all other forms of past suppression.

E. General Assembly Resolutions 2787 and 3379

Despite the problems of acceptability encountered
by Resolutions 1514, 2625, and 3314, the General
Assembly has passed other resolutions which attempt to
set forth the majority position with respect to the
special subset of wars of national liberation. One of
the most radical of these is Resolution 2787, Concern-
ing the Inalien@ le Rights of the Palestinians and
Other Peoples.±0 In Articles 1 through 3 the General
Assembly does the following:

165. See Alexandrowicz, New and Orpiginal States: The Issue
of Reversion to Sovereignty, 45 Int'l Affairs 465 (1969).
Alexandrowicz does not touch on Article 51 rights, but rather dis-
cusses the reversion to sovereignty of ancient peoples.

166. J. Stone, supra note 145, at 67.
167. Alexandrowicz, supra note 165, at 478, states that

"the reverting state can rely on a presumption of revision to the
same quantum and -measure of sovereignty as that which it had to
abandon at the moment of elimination from the Family of Nations in
the past."

168, G.A. Res. 2787, supra note 9, reprinted in H. Cattan,
supra note 9, at 215-16.
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1. Confirms the legality of the
peoples' struggle for self-determination
and liberation from colonial and foreign
domination and alien subjugation, notably
in southern Africa and in particular that
of the peoples of Zimbabwe, Namibia, Angola,
Mozambique, and Guinea (Bissau), as well
as the Palestinian people, by all avail-
able means consistent with the Charter of
the United Nations;

2. Affirms man's basic human right to
fight for the self-determination of his
people under colonial and foreign domina-
tion;

3. Calls upon all States dedicated to
the ideals of freedom and peace to give
all their political, moral and material
assistance to peoples struggling for
liberation, self-determination and in-
dependence against colonial and alien
domination ..169

The General Assembly majority did not limit the justi-
fication for their arguments to the principle of self-
determination. Rather, increasingly strident resolu-
tions struck at the "racist" basis of the oppressor
regimes; and one of these, Resolution 3379, went so
far as to determine "that Zionism is a form of racism
and racial discrimination."?

1 7 0

It is possible that the definition of the subset
contained in Resolution 2787, and its purported focus
of anti-racism contained in Resolution 3379, represent
some sort of international consensus. Certainly Cattan
places great reliance on Resolution 2787, citing it as
evidence of the right of Palestinians to recover their
homeland. 171

169. G.A. Res. 2787, supra note 9, at arts. 1-3,
170. G.A. Res. 3379, 30 U.N. GAOR, Supp. (No, 34)

U.N. Doc. A/10034 C19.75), reprinted in 14 Int'l Legal Materials
1520-k21 (1975).

171. H. CAttgn, supra note 80, at 156.
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The traditionalist would never admit that a General
Assembly resolution has the power to create legally
recognized rights, to authorize the use of force, or to
legitimate movements struggling for self-determination.
As noted earlier, the fact that the Security Council has
acted, or continues to act, on the situations defined
by Resolutions 2787 and 3379 would seem to negate pre-
tensions of General Assembly competence on the critical
questions raised by any contemplated use of force.

VI. Conclusion

Although the special subset of wars of national
liberation exists as a particular definitional construct
in international relations, it does not follow that
special rules of international law are applicable to the
subset. The traditionalist position, that aid to
governments is allowed while aid to liberation movements
is proscribed, is solidly anchored in the U.N. Charter.
While General Assembly Resolutions 1514, 2625, 3314,
2787 and 3379 may reflect the views of Third World
states, they cannot, as the General Assembly majority
hoped, amend the applicable articles of the U.N. Charter.
Nor are the resolutions themselves unambiguous.

The creation of the special subset does, however,
remove at least one weapon from the traditionalist's
arsenal--that of territorial integrity. The changes in
regimes contemplated by the liberation movements and
their supporters, with the possible exception of Pales-
tine, do not infringe territorial integrity as such.
The subset possibly removes a second weapon as well:
non-interference in the domestic affairs of states,
under Article 2(7). Certainly Namibia and, prior to
1975, the Portuguese Territories were not states.
Arguably, neither is Rhodesia.1 7 2 Article 2(7) would
probably still apply, however, to the Israeli portions
of the Palestine Mandate and to the whole of South.
Africa. Further, the creation of the subset attenuates
a third weapon: Article 51. Portugal could only with
great difficulty have argued that its Article 51 rights

172, Now that Britain has regained "control" of her former
colony after fifteen years of rebellion, Rhodesia/Zimbabwe is
progressing toward statehood, which will follow elections in 1980.
After Rhodesia gains statehood, under majority rule, it will cease
to be a member of the subset for analytical purposes.
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extended to its African provinces. South Africa could
not pretend its rights covered Namibia. Rhodesia,
though, is not a state and is now under the control of
Great Britain; until statehood it would have no inde-
pendent rights to self-defense under the Charter.
Only South Africa and Israel might successfully invoke
the protection of Article 51.

The traditionalists are not so easily disarmed.
Intervention on behalf of the liberation movements still
envisages an international use of force inconsistent
with the purposes of the United Nations Charter under
Article 2(4). And it still constitutes an impermissible
challenge to the maintenance of international peace and
security under Article l(1). If action were to be taken
pursuant to a General Assembly resolution, moreover,
such action would circumvent the procedures established
under Articles 12(1), 39 and 42, which give the Security
Council alone the power to consider, determine, and
decide the great issues that attend the international
use of force.

Finally, the position of the General Assembly
majority has not succeeded in articulating, even for
the special subset, a clear basis for international
action. As Stone has asked with regard to Palestine:

Is the critical date of the Middle
East Crisis 1973 or 1967, or the
first Arab States' attack on Israel
in 1948, or is it at the Balfour
Declaration in 1917, or at the Arab
invasions and conquest of the 7th
century, or even perhaps at the
initial Israelite conquest of the
thirteenth century B.C.?173

For African nations, which peoples do enjoy self-determi-r
nation? Do the Boers count as a people? Is their oppres-
sion of South African blacks different from that of the
Nigerian government vis-a-vis the Ibos or that of the
Burundi regime vis-&-vis the Hutusi? Such questions
could be generated for decades, and answers in terms of
international law might never be clear.

173. J. Stone, supra note 146, at 136,
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Tntervention on behalf of national liberation
movements--even those few in the subset colonial/Mandate
--ris too risky a gamble for international peace to Jus-
tify% the dismantling of vital protections contained in
the United Nations Charter. The norms of the Charter,
while not ideal, are more in keeping with genuine con-
cerns for human rights than the ill-defined concept of
"self determination."


